How one studies is often more important for learning than how much one studies. For example, reading a chapter of a textbook once and engaging in elaborative interrogation—that is, periodically pausing to ask oneself, “Why might that be?”—can improve comprehension compared with reading the same chapter twice (Smith et al., 2010). Furthermore, some strategies can produce more learning than others with the same amount of studying. For example, practice recalling information from a text can improve memory for the text more than spending the same amount of time rereading it (Roediger & Karpicke, 2006). Research has identified several study strategies like these that improve long-term learning. Some of the promising strategies that have been shown to improve learning across a range of materials include elaborative interrogation, self-explanation, spacing, and retrieval practice (for a review, see Dunlosky et al., 2013).

These study strategies can be considered as types of desirable difficulties because they are beneficial for learning but feel more challenging to students than their less-effective counterparts (E. L. Bjork & Bjork, 2011; R. A. Bjork & Bjork, 2020). When participants practised vocabulary flashcards spaced across multiple days or massed in a single day, spacing led to better performance on the final test for 90% of participants, yet 72% of participants believed that they learned more from massing (Kornell, 2009). This example reflects the typical finding that although a sense of difficulty or challenge often accompanies durable learning, students tend to mistake effort as a negative sign and opt to use strategies that feel effortless but that are also less effective (e.g., Kirk-Johnson et al., 2019).

Study strategies that constitute desirable difficulties often require grappling with confusion or uncertainty.
while learning (Overoye & Storm, 2015). For example, explaining concepts in a reading can improve comprehension, even if participants lacking prior knowledge about the topic are confused. Another type of uncertainty or confusion that learners often experience is not knowing whether something they hear or read is true. Students may wonder if what their classmate claimed in a discussion was true or if their study partner used the right formula for the math problem.

We examined whether being uncertain about the accuracy of to-be-learned information could be harnessed to promote learning. Specifically, we tested whether a new activity to learn information, which we refer to as truth-checking, could serve as another kind of desirable difficulty. In our study, participants who truth-checked read true and false statements about history. They then indicated which statements they believed were true and received feedback about the veracity of each statement. We predicted that truth-checking before receiving feedback (Figure 1, middle) would improve subsequent memory for true information compared with two less demanding baseline conditions: passively reading only true information.
(Figure 1, top), and reading accurate and inaccurate statements labelled as such (Figure 1, bottom). The difference between truth-checking and reading accurate and inaccurate information is that participants who truth-checked received feedback on statement accuracy after guessing accuracy for each, whereas participants who read each statement and its accuracy were already aware of each statement’s accuracy.

A growing body of research has examined how exposure to false statements can generally increase later memory for misinformation (for a review, see Brashier et al., 2020). In contrast, the goal of the current research was to examine how exposure to false information affects the learning of true information. We presented false information to induce uncertainty during learning, and we examined the potential benefits of this uncertainty for learning true information.

**Potential benefits of truth-checking**

Prior research has found that truth-checking can reduce acquiring misinformation (Brashier et al., 2020; Marsh & Fazio, 2006; Rapp et al., 2014; Umanath et al., 2012). The present research was designed to test whether truth-checking would be beneficial for learning new true information. Drawing conclusions from prior research is difficult because the past studies used true statements that participants generally already knew prior to their exposure in the experiment (Brashier et al., 2020; Rapp et al., 2014), or failed to include a condition that presented only accurate information (Marsh & Fazio, 2006).

In the current study, we predicted that truth-checking would enhance learning of true information compared with reading only true information for several reasons. Truth-checking involves initial uncertainty in information’s accuracy and actively guessing, or predicting, what is true. Reading only true information, in contrast, involves passively encoding information with certainty that it is accurate. Despite the negative connotations associated with uncertainty and guessing, previous research suggests that they can benefit learning in numerous, related ways, which we may sometimes collectively refer to as deep processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972).

First, truth-checking may increase attention to the to-be-learned true statements, thus improving learning. Truth-checking requires participants to consistently respond, making it more active than reading only true information. As a learning activity progresses, attention to the task tends to decline, and off-task mind wandering can increase. Periodically answering questions has been shown to help people sustain their attention throughout a task and improve learning as a result (Pan et al., 2020; Peterson & Wissman, 2020; Szpunar et al., 2013). Therefore, attempting to determine statements’ truth may be a simple way to enhance engagement during learning compared with passively receiving true information that is known to be true.

Truth-checking may also induce certain affective states, such as curiosity, surprise, and confusion, increasing attention and therefore learning. Previous research has shown that guessing a question’s answer tends to increase curiosity (Brod & Breitwieser, 2019) or surprise (Brod et al., 2018) compared with only reading the correct answer. For example, Brod and colleagues (2018) presented pairs of countries (e.g., Denmark and Germany) and either immediately indicated which country had a larger population or required participants to guess before presenting the answer. When participants guessed first, the answer surprised them more, and higher levels of surprise were associated with better memory for the correct answer on a subsequent test. Similarly, Stare and colleagues (2018) found that participants learned the answers to trivia questions better when they were more curious. The benefits of curiosity even extended to incidental learning of unrelated information that was presented in the experiment around the same time as the trivia answers, highlighting the importance of curiosity as an affective state for new learning. Elevated surprise and curiosity are typically associated with better learning, in part because they increase attention to the correct answer once it is presented (Brod, 2021; Brod & Breitwieser, 2019; Brod et al., 2018; Butterfield & Metcalfe, 2006; Fazio & Marsh, 2009; Kang et al., 2009). Guessing may lead participants to become more curious about the to-be-learned material possibly by revealing gaps in their knowledge (Gruber & Ranganath, 2019).

Similarly, not knowing statements’ accuracy while truth-checking may cause confusion. Although students may want learning to feel clear from the start, research suggests that people tend to learn more from activities during which they report more confusion, provided the confusion is eventually resolved (Craig et al., 2004; D’Mello et al., 2014; D’Mello & Graesser, 2011; Muller et al., 2008; for a review, see Overoye & Storm, 2015). For example, D’Mello and colleagues (2014) exposed participants to either consistent, true claims or conflicting true and false claims as they learned about research methods in an online tutoring environment. Participants self-reported higher levels of confusion when they encountered conflicting information than when they encountered consistent, true information. Results suggested the confusion resulting from initial exposure to conflicting information was associated with better learning outcomes. The authors posited that to improve learning, confusion may increase attention and deeper processing, such as more thoroughly explaining the content to oneself. By explaining content using elaboration, participants may create more cues to facilitate future recall, such as by tying the material to their everyday lives or connecting it to prior knowledge. Thus, truth-checking may serve as a desirable difficulty because
it causes uncertainty or confusion, influences students’ affective states, improves attention, and encourages deep processing of true information.

Finally, we may expect truth-checking to impact memory directly, hence improving learning. Previous research has repeatedly shown that guessing a question’s answer can enhance learning, even when guessing occurs before the information is taught. Kornell (2014), for example, showed that participants are better able to remember the answers to trivia questions when they are asked to initially guess the answers before receiving feedback than when given the same amount of time to study the questions and answers together. This benefit of guessing incorrectly prior to learning has been demonstrated across a range of materials and conditions (for reviews, see Mera et al., 2022; Metcalfe, 2017). Participants in Richland et al. (2009) read a text passage and were then tested on the material from that passage. Participants who attempted to answer questions about the material prior to reading the passage performed better on the final test than participants who were given additional time to study the passage, an effect that was observed even when the initial attempts were unsuccessful.

Retrieving information has been shown to make memory more labile and easily updated with new information (e.g., Nadel et al., 2012). Even if unsuccessful, guessing is thought to activate related information, which can become associated with the correct answer once it is presented. On a later test, the correct answer can be recalled both directly from the question and indirectly from the question via the related information that was activated during the pretest. In contrast, when learners immediately read the correct answer without first guessing, memory searching does not occur. Prior knowledge may not be activated or will be activated to a lesser degree, and fewer retrieval routes will be created. Thus, pretesting, or guessing, may create more elaborated memories that incorporate prior knowledge and thus more retrieval routes to correct information than reading alone (Cyr & Anderson, 2015, 2018; Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Overoye et al., 2021). Truth-checking may affect memory in a similar way, leading participants to integrate the information they are learning more effectively within their existing knowledge structures.

Given the theoretical considerations outlined above, we predicted that truth-checking would benefit memory for accurate information, because it involves activating prior knowledge to guess a statement’s accuracy. If a participant has to guess the truthfulness of whether Germans originally migrated from Scandinavian countries, for example, they may activate prior knowledge, including a mental map of Europe. They may note that Germany borders Denmark and is also directly across the Baltic Sea from Sweden. The participant might think back to the map, including Denmark and Sweden, and remember the answer was Scandinavia. In contrast, without needing to judge a statement’s truthfulness, participants who read that Germans originated from Scandinavia are unlikely to search memory for prior knowledge or generate an explanation for the fact that could help them recall the test’s answer.

In short, we reasoned that compared with reading true information, truth-checking would enhance learning of true information via different types of deep processing, including curiosity, surprise, attention, retrieving prior knowledge, explaining, and elaborating. If truth-checking enhances learning, it could be thought of as a new type of desirable difficulty, because participants would feel challenged to grapple with the uncertainty, guess, and inevitably make mistakes (Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Yang et al., 2017).

Potential negative effects of truth-checking

Despite truth-checking’s predicted benefits on memory for true information, exposure to false information may simultaneously yield negative consequences. Based on the illusory truth effect, repeated exposure to false information can make it more believable (for a meta-analysis, see Dechêne et al., 2010), with subsequent processing feeling more familiar or easier (for a review, see Unkelbach et al., 2019). Being exposed to misinformation, even just once, can increase the likelihood of later judging that information as true (Hassan & Barber, 2021). For example, reading the false statement that tomatoes are originally from Ecuador increases the likelihood that participants will later judge the statement as true. The continued influence of false information on memory, beliefs, and reasoning persists, even if the information is labelled as incorrect (for a meta-analysis, see Chan et al., 2017).

Therefore, truth-checking could have the negative effect of increasing belief in false statements, even if learners are told which information is false. In fact, because the truth-checking activity increases deep processing, uncertainty may improve encoding of both the false and true statements. As a result, the false statements could become more available in memory, producing a greater feeling of familiarity or fluency on a later test and further increasing one’s belief in the misinformation. Thus, the same cognitive processes that we predicted would cause truth-checking to benefit memory for the true information, such as deep processing, may also exacerbate the illusory truth effect for the false information (Unkelbach & Rom, 2017).

The current study

Across three similar experiments, the current study tested the effectiveness of a truth-checking activity for learning
accurate information. Participants learned historical facts in one of three conditions (see Figures 1 and 2 for the methods used in Experiment 1 and Experiments 2–3, respectively). Participants then completed a cued recall test in which the true facts were presented with a missing key word or phrase, which they were asked to remember. During learning, participants who engaged in the truth-checking activity (referred to as the truth-checking condition) were told they would read a mix of true and false historical statements. They guessed each statement’s accuracy, followed by receiving immediate feedback about whether each statement was true or false. The truth-checking activity was compared with a more typical learning activity: passively reading all true statements (referred to as the all-true condition). We hypothesised that the benefits of the truth-checking activity would come from the deep processing associated with initial uncertainty about statements’ accuracy and being required to actively guess which statements were true. Therefore, we included a third condition (referred to as the accuracy-given condition) in which participants passively read the same true and false statements as participants in the truth-checking condition, except that statements were labelled as true or false when presented. The accuracy-given condition controlled for exposure to the false statements while not requiring participants to engage in any active truth-checking. Based on the findings and ideas presented in the introduction, we predicted that participants in the truth-checking condition would learn the true information best, performing better on the final cued recall test than participants in both the accuracy-given condition and the all-true condition. False statements were not tested to ensure that all participants were tested on the same statements, to which all participants were exposed. We predicted no difference in cued recall performance between the accuracy-given and all-true conditions because, in both conditions, participants passively read the true statements with the certainty that they were true.
Subsequently, we tested for potential side effects of being exposed to false information in the truth-checking activity. After completing the cued recall test on true statements, participants were administered a two-choice judgement task. Specifically, participants were presented with a true and false version of the false statements to which they were previously exposed. Participants indicated which version of the statements they believed to be true. Participants in the accuracy-given and truth-checking conditions read the false statements during learning. Participants in the all-true condition did not read these false statements previously. Each false statement was presented alongside the true version of the same statement. The statements’ true versions were new to all participants. The judgement task therefore assessed participants’ abilities to reject inaccurate information they were previously told was false. If exposure to false information produces an illusory truth effect and makes previously read statements feel familiar, participants in the all-true condition should outperform participants in the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions, who may tend to misjudge the previously read false statements as true. By exposing participants in the truth-checking condition to four true statements and one false statement in Experiment 1, we hoped to maximise the benefits of truth-checking for learning the true statements while minimising the potential costs of truth-checking due to exposure to false information.

**Experiment I**

**Method**

**Participants.** A total of 243 adults completed the first experiment. Participants were recruited from the participant pool in the Psychology Department at the University of California, Santa Cruz (UCSC). Participants could be from any academic major other than history. The majority \(n = 237\) were compensated for participating with course credit; the remaining participants \(n = 6\) completed the study voluntarily. Eleven participants were excluded from analysis for failing to answer a single cued recall test question (final \(n = 232\)). Of the 11 excluded participants, 2 were from the all-true condition, 4 were from the accuracy-given condition, and 5 were from the truth-checking condition. More demographic information may be found in the Online Supplementary Material A.

**Design.** The experiment consisted of three between-subject conditions: all-true, accuracy-given, and truth-checking. An a priori power analysis using G*Power indicated that 240 participants (80 per condition) would be needed to have 80% power to detect a moderately sized effect of \(d = 0.45\) with alpha = .05 for the independent samples \(t\)-test comparing final test performance between the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions (Faul et al., 2007). This was our primary comparison of interest, and the sample size was determined prior to beginning data collection. Our final sample size of 232 participants was also sufficient to detect a moderately sized difference in the final test performance among the three conditions (Cohen’s \(f = .21, d = 0.42\)) using the omnibus test of a one-way ANOVA with 80% power and alpha = .05.

**Materials.** Fifty statements about history were used (and are available on Open Science Framework https://osf.io/d3qs4/?view_only=a284af15f78d431bb8e0441173eece6d). A university history instructor with extensive experience teaching undergraduates generated the statements. Specifically, we asked for a list of 50 statements (associated with 10 general categories) that would seem intuitively true but that would not be common knowledge among undergraduates. One statement from each of the categories was then modified to create a false version. The statements ranged from 5 to 32 words in length \((M = 18.6, SD = 6.5)\), focusing on various information categories associated with world history: people, products, processes, theories, wars, monuments, museums, sources and methods, perspectives, and rumours. An example of a true statement is “Germans are not indigenous to Germany but migrated there from Scandinavian countries.” To falsify the 10 statements, information such as dates, war, country, revolution, and names were modified. An example of a false statement is “Tomatoes are originally from Ecuador.” The position of the false information in the statements varied from the beginning to the end of the statements. To design the cued recall test, keywords such as dates, war names, countries, regional terms, and people’s first or last names were removed from each of the 40 true statements.

**Procedure.** The UCSC Human Subjects IRB approved all study procedures for this and subsequent experiments (IRB #: HS-FY2022-9), and all participants consented prior to participating. The online study was completed via Google Forms. Using a between-subjects design, participants were randomly placed in one of three conditions: all-true \((n = 76)\), accuracy-given \((n = 71)\), and truth-checking \((n = 85)\). The last digit of participants’ telephone numbers determined to which condition they were assigned.

The study consisted of a learning phase, a cued recall test, and a two-choice judgement task. Participants in all three conditions were told they would read blocks of 40–50 statements that they would be tested on after reading the final block. They were not told about the final truthfulness judgements test. The study needed to be completed in one session, and participants had no time limit for completing it. Reading/truth-checking times were not collected.

During the study phase, participants in the all-true condition were instructed to carefully read the statement blocks (no mention was made regarding the statements’ accuracy). Ten blocks were presented, corresponding to
each of the topics. For each block, the four true statements about the topic were presented on the screen at the same time, meaning participants read 40 statements in total. The 10 blocks were presented one at a time. The blocks and the statements within each block were presented in a fixed pseudorandom order. Participants took as much time as they needed to read each block before moving on to the next. In the accuracy-given condition, participants read 50 statements, 5 per each of the 10 topics, 4 true and 1 false. The ratio of true to false information was selected to maximise exposure to true information and minimise exposure to false information, which was important given our interest in learning of true information. As in the all-true condition, statements were presented on the screen, one at a time, in the same fixed pseudorandom order. Each statement was also labelled as true or false.

As in the accuracy-given condition, participants in the truth-checking condition encountered 10 blocks of 5 statements per block. They were told that within each block, four statements were true, and one statement was false. Critically, participants were not initially told which statements were true or false. To increase likelihood that participants attended to all five statements, participants were asked to choose which four statements they thought were true, and not just to select which statement they thought was false. Participants then received immediate feedback in which all five statements were presented again, labelled as true or false as in the accuracy-given condition. Participants were not provided with the true version of the false statement during feedback.

The cued recall test immediately followed the study phase. Test questions were made from the 40 true statements with one to three critical words missing from each (e.g., “Germans are not indigenous to Germany but migrated there from ___ countries.”). Participants were not tested on false statements. Statements were shown simultaneously in random order. Participants were instructed to fill in the blank with statements’ missing word(s).

Finally, participants completed the two-choice judgement task. Ten pairs of statements were presented, one per topic category. Pairs of statements comprised true and false versions of the same fact. The false version in each statement pair was the false statement that participants in the accuracy-given and truth-checking conditions read during the study phase. Participants in the all-true condition had not read these false statements during the study phase. The true version in each statement pair was new to all participants. Thus, to answer correctly, participants in the accuracy-given and truth-checking conditions could reject the statement they were told was false in the study phase. Participants in the all-true condition would need to guess or rely on prior knowledge.

Data analysis. Two raters manually coded each response. Our interrater reliability on cued recall coding was near-perfect (Cohen’s kappa = .99; Landis & Koch, 1977). If raters disagreed, a third rater was consulted to resolve any unclear responses. Responses were correct if spelling was off by at most one letter. If the correct response was “Scandinavian” and the participant responded “Scandin-ven,” the answer was coded as correct. On the contrary, if the correct response was “Teotihuacan” and the participant responded “Tenochtitlan,” the answer was coded as incorrect. This relatively strict spelling criteria was used to allow some typos while ensuring reliable coding across questions and raters. Responses were considered correct if wording from the original statement was present. For example, if the answer was “Antikythera” and the participant responded “Antikythera mechanism,” the response was coded as correct because the word “Antikythera” was used. Had only “mechanism” been written, the response would have been coded as incorrect. For responses over one word long, all the words needed to be present for the response to be coded as correct. For example, if the correct answer was Emancipation Proclamation and the participant responded “Emancipation,” the response was coded as incorrect. Responses that consisted of human first and last names were considered correct if at least the last name was correct. For example, if the correct answer was “Elizabeth Cady Stanton” and the participant responded “Stanton,” the response was correct. Responses with the correct first name and an incorrect last name were coded as incorrect. For responses consisting of first names and Roman numerals, responses were considered correct if at least the correct first name was included regardless of the Roman numeral. Responses consisting of years were only correct if the exact year was used, for example, 1450.

Results and discussion

Truth-checking performance. During the study phase, participants in the truth-checking condition were instructed to select which four of the five presented statements were true for each of the 10 topics. Their accuracy suggests that participants were largely guessing, with performance levels being only slightly above chance ($M = 71\%, SD = 8\%$, 95% confidence interval [CI] = [69%, 72%]). Importantly, if a participant was incorrect about which statement was false on a given trial, they would necessarily respond incorrectly to two of the five statements (i.e., they would be incorrect on the true statement marked false and on the false statement marked true). Thus, assuming participants in the truth-checking condition guessed correctly at chance levels, 20% of the time, they would earn five out of five on correct trials and three out of five on incorrect trials, resulting in an overall chance performance level of 68%. Our observation that participants in the truth-checking condition performed only slightly above chance suggests that they experienced considerable uncertainty during the study phase.
Table 1. Proportion correct on the cued recall test (assessing the learning of true information) and the two-choice judgement task (assessing memory for the false information) in Experiments 1–3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Cued recall M (SE)</th>
<th>Two-choice judgement task M (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 1</td>
<td>All-true</td>
<td>.48 (.03)</td>
<td>.66 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy-given</td>
<td>.47 (.03)</td>
<td>.72 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Truth-checking</td>
<td>.45 (.02)</td>
<td>.74 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 2</td>
<td>All-true</td>
<td>.42 (.02)</td>
<td>.67 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy-given</td>
<td>.37 (.02)</td>
<td>.68 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Truth-checking</td>
<td>.50 (.02)</td>
<td>.65 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 3</td>
<td>Accuracy-given</td>
<td>.36 (.02)</td>
<td>.68 (.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Truth-checking</td>
<td>.40 (.02)</td>
<td>.59 (.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Final tests.** Table 1 shows proportion correct on the cued recall test. A one-way ANOVA of cued recall with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor revealed no main effect of condition on proportion correct on the cued recall test, $F(2, 229)=0.28, p=.755, \eta^2_p=.002$. This result suggests we failed to find evidence that the uncertainty manipulation acted as a desirable difficulty to improve encoding true information.

Table 1 also shows proportion correct on the two-choice judgement task for identifying true versions of false statements. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found a significant main effect of study condition on proportion correct on the two-choice judgement task, $F(2, 229)=4.40, p=.013, \eta^2_p=.04$. Independent samples $t$-tests revealed that participants in the accuracy-given condition were more accurate than participants in the all-true condition, $t(145)=2.25, p=.026, d=0.37$. Similarly, participants in the truth-checking condition were more accurate than participants in the all-true condition, $t(159)=3.03, p=.003, d=0.48$. No differences in judgement accuracy were found between the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions, $t(154)=0.52, p=.607, d=0.08$.

Although we failed to find evidence of truth-checking improving the learning of correct information, we also failed to find evidence of it producing or exacerbating an illusory truth effect, causing participants to misremember false statements as true. Indeed, participants exposed to the false information during learning identified false information as false better than participants who were not exposed to the false information during learning. Two factors may help explain this finding. First, the illusory truth effect has typically been observed when participants are unaware of the accuracy of the information to which they are exposed (e.g., Brashier et al., 2020). In the current study, they received feedback regarding statements’ accuracy. Second, participants would have likely benefitted from studying the false information during learning, thereby allowing them to remember which statements were false to support their performance on the subsequent two-choice judgement task.

**Experiment 2**

We found no effect of learning condition on cued recall performance in Experiment 1. We hypothesised that presenting the four true statements and the one false statement simultaneously on the same screen may have reduced the benefit of truth-checking. For example, if a participant evaluated the first of the five statements as false, they could immediately select the remaining four statements as true without engaging in deep processing to evaluate each statement’s accuracy. Said differently, the procedure may have succeeded in minimising the potential negative effects of exposure to false information, but it may have also diminished the potential benefits of truth-checking for learning true information. In Experiment 2, participants were shown statements one at a time, with participants in the truth-checking condition told that each statement might be false. We predicted that having participants judge each statement’s accuracy individually would encourage participants to spend more time reading and engaging in processing each statement more deeply, leading to a benefit of truth-checking and thus better cued recall performance in the truth-checking condition than in the accuracy-given and all-true conditions.

**Method**

**Participants.** A total of 285 participants completed Experiment 2. To be eligible, participants could be from any academic major other than history. Most participants ($n=258$) were compensated for participating with course credit and were recruited through the psychology department’s subject pool; other participants from the university community completed the study voluntarily ($n=10$). An additional 17 participants completed the study but did not indicate how they were recruited or whether they received course credit for their participation. Forty participants were removed from analyses for not attempting to answer a single cued recall test question (final $n=245$). Demographic information may be found in the Online Supplementary Material A.

**Materials, design, and procedure.** The study was completed online via Qualtrics software (Qualtrics, Provo, UT, USA). In this between-subjects design, participants were randomly placed in one of three conditions: all-true ($n=82$), accuracy-given ($n=82$), and truth-checking ($n=81$). An a priori power analysis using G*Power identical to experiment 1 indicated that 240 participants (80 per condition) would be needed to have 80% power to detect a
moderately sized effect of $d=0.45$ with alpha = .05 for the independent samples $t$-test comparing final test performance between the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions (Faul et al., 2007). This was our primary comparison of interest, and the sample size was determined prior to beginning data collection. Our final sample size of 245 participants was also sufficient to detect a moderately sized difference in final test performance among the three conditions (Cohen’s $f = .20$, $d = 0.40$) using the omnibus test of a one-way ANOVA with 80% power and alpha = .05.

The materials and procedure were similar to those employed in Experiment 1, with a few notable exceptions. Most importantly, during the learning phase, participants read each statement individually (Figure 2), rather than the four to five statements per topic all at once. Participants in the all-true condition read 40 true statements, one statement per page, with statements presented in a fixed pseudorandom order and not grouped by topic. In the accuracy-given condition, participants read 50 statements, 5 per each of the 10 topics, 4 true, and 1 false. As in the all-true condition, the statements were presented on the screen, one at a time, in the same fixed pseudorandom order. Each statement was also labelled as true or false. In the truth-checking condition, the same 50 statements were presented on screen, one at a time, in the same order. Statements were not initially labelled as true or false. Participants were asked to judge the accuracy of each statement before receiving immediate feedback. Feedback was presented one at a time and displayed the same statement again, along with the label of true or false. Participants were not told the number of true and false statements they would read. In all three conditions, the statements were presented for unlimited time, and reading/truth-checking times were collected.

Immediately following the learning phase, all participants completed the same cued recall test and two-choice judgement task as in Experiment 1. Two independent raters manually coded each participant’s cued recall responses as described in Experiment 1. Interrater reliability was near-perfect (kappa = .99).

Results and discussion

Truth-checking performance. During the study phase, participants in the truth-checking condition judged whether each presented statement was true or false but were not told how many true and false statements they would read. Across all 50 items, participants correctly judged statements at a rate similar to that which was observed in Experiment 1 ($M = 70\%$, $SD = 7\%$, $95\%$ CI = [68, 71\%]). Chance is somewhat difficult to calculate in this experiment because it is unclear when, or to what extent, participants became aware of the true/false ratio through feedback. However, signal detection theory analyses (Stanislaw & Todorov, 1999) suggested that participants entered the experiment with little prior knowledge, with near-zero ability to discriminate true from false facts originally ($d': M=0.13, SD=0.53, 95\%$ CI = [0.01, 0.24]). Our observation that participants were correct over 50% of the time appeared to be driven by the fact that participants showed a significant bias to judge a statement as true ($c: M=-89\%, SD=37\%, 95\%$ CI = [-97\%, -81\%]), likely due to becoming aware that substantially more statements were true than were false. In any case, the level of performance suggests that as in Experiment 1, participants in the truth-checking condition experienced uncertainty during the study phase and that final test performance primarily reflected new learning.

We then calculated each participant’s median time for the 40 true statements during the study phase (Table 2). For participants in the truth-checking condition, time per statement was the sum of the time spent judging a statement’s accuracy and then reading the feedback containing each statement and its true or false label. For participants in the all-true and accuracy-given conditions, time per statement was the total amount of time spent reading the statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found study condition significantly affected how long participants studied true statements during learning.

Table 2. Median total seconds per true statements in the study phase and learning efficiency scores in Experiments 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Median time M (SE)</th>
<th>Learning efficiency M (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 2</td>
<td>All-true</td>
<td>6.11 (0.63)</td>
<td>.11 (0.02)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy-given</td>
<td>4.66 (0.32)</td>
<td>.12 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Truth-checking</td>
<td>8.52 (0.59)</td>
<td>.07 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. 3</td>
<td>Accuracy-given</td>
<td>5.10 (0.32)</td>
<td>.10 (0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Truth-checking</td>
<td>7.80 (0.32)</td>
<td>.05 (0.003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final tests. Table 1 shows proportion correct on the cued recall test in each condition. Unlike Experiment 1, a one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor revealed a significant main effect on proportion correct on the cued recall test, $F(2, 242) = 9.07, p < .001, \eta^2 = .07$. Follow-up independent samples $t$-tests revealed that participants in the truth-checking condition recalled significantly more
than those in the all-true condition, $t(161)=2.63$, $p=.009$, $d=.41$, and the accuracy-given condition, $t(161)=4.34$, $p<.001$, $d=0.68$. A significant difference was not found between participants in the all-true and accuracy-given conditions, $t(162)=1.54$, $p=.125$, $d=0.24$. Consistent with our predictions, we observed a benefit of truth-checking, with the effect emerging in Experiment 2 (and not in Experiment 1) perhaps because encouraging participants to attend to each statement individually led to deeper processing of all statements.

Table 1 also shows proportion correct on the two-choice judgement task in each condition. Unlike Experiment 1, a one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found no effect of condition on proportion correct on the two-choice judgement test, $F(2, 242)=0.64$, $p=.529$, $\eta^2_p=.005$. Thus, the benefits of truth-checking on remembering true information were not associated with an illusory truth effect for the false information.

**Learning efficiency.** Truth-checking improved learning of true information but also required more study time. One way to contextualise the benefits of truth-checking is to numerically assess whether the learning benefits outweigh the time costs. Therefore, we calculated a learning efficiency score for each participant by dividing their proportion correct on the cued recall test by their median time per true statements, with higher scores indicating the participant learned more per second of studying (Table 2). To capture the totality of the time costs across the learning activity, we measured study time as participants’ total amount of time spent per trial. For participants in the truth-checking condition, this included the time spent reading the statements, making a decision, and attending to feedback. A one-way ANOVA with condition (all-true, accuracy-given, truth-checking) as the between-subjects factor found that learning efficiency differed significantly as a function of condition, $F(2, 242)=5.74$, $p=.004$, $\eta^2_p=.06$. Follow-up independent samples $t$-tests revealed that participants in the truth-checking condition learned significantly less per second of studying than participants in the all-true condition, $t(161)=2.97$, $p=.003$, $d=0.47$, and the accuracy-given condition, $t(161)=3.71$, $p<.001$, $d=0.58$. A significant difference in learning efficiency was not found between participants in the all-true and accuracy-given conditions, $t(162)=0.35$, $p=.724$, $d=0.06$.

In sum, in Experiment 2, truth-checking improved memory for true information and did not lead to an enhanced belief in false information. The only drawback to truth-checking was time because evaluating each statement and reading the feedback for each statement took significantly longer than just reading the statements. Although a medium-sized benefit of truth-checking emerged, the efficiency analyses revealed that uncertainty produced the least learning per second of studying.

**Experiment 3**

Given that the pattern of results changed from Experiment 1 to Experiment 2 after making the procedural change to the study phase, we sought to replicate Experiment 2. Experiment 3 was nearly identical to Experiment 2 except that the cued recall test and two-choice judgement task took place after a brief delay, rather than immediately after the study phase. We also removed the all-true condition to prioritise data collection in the two conditions most important for concluding about the effects of truth-checking. If the benefits of truth-checking can be attributed to being uncertain and actively guessing whether each statement was true, and not to exposure to false information per se, then the accuracy-given condition should provide a better comparison condition than the all-true condition.

**Methods**

A total of 228 participants completed the experiment for course credit, none of whom had completed either Experiment 1 or 2. Eligibility and recruitment were the same as in the previous experiment. A total of 63 participants were excluded due to either a software malfunction or not attempting to answer any of the cued recall test questions (final $n=165$). Demographic information about participants may be found in the Online Supplementary Material A. In this between-subjects design, participants were randomly assigned to the accuracy-given condition ($n=83$) or the truth-checking condition ($n=82$). Similar to Experiment 2, an a priori power analysis using G*Power indicated that 160 participants (80 per condition) would be needed to have 80% power to detect a moderately sized effect of $d=0.45$ with alpha = .05 for the independent samples $t$-test comparing final test performance between the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions (Faul et al., 2007). Sample size was determined prior to beginning data collection. The procedure was identical to Experiment 2, except that participants watched a 12-min video about flooding as a distractor between the study phase and the cued recall test.

**Results and discussion**

**Study phase.** Across all 50 items, participants in the truth-checking condition correctly judged statements as true or false at a rate similar to that of the prior experiments ($M=68\%$, $SD=7\%$, $95\% CI = [67\%, 70\%]$). A signal detection theory analysis suggested that participants entered the experiment without prior knowledge, unable to discriminate true from false facts originally ($d'': M=0.05$, $SD=0.62$, $95\% CI = [-0.09, 0.18]$). As in Experiment 2, participants were correct over 50% of the time possibly because they realised statements were more likely to be true than false, and thus developed a bias to judge statements as true ($c: M=−0.85$, $SD=0.35$, $95\% CI = [−0.93, \ldots$
Based on these results, we can assume that participants in the truth-checking condition experienced uncertainty during the study phase and that performance on the final tests primarily reflected new learning.

Table 2 shows participants’ average median time per statement in each learning condition. We replicated the finding that participants in the truth-checking condition took significantly longer per statement than those in the accuracy-given condition, $t(163) = 5.97, p < .001, d = 0.93$.

**Final tests.** Interrater reliability for scoring cued recall test responses was near perfect (kappa = .99). Although the methods of Experiment 3 closely replicated those of Experiment 2, the pattern of results differed. Although in the same numerical direction, an independent samples $t$-test failed to reveal a significant difference in proportion correct on the cued recall test between participants in the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions, $t(163) = 1.49, p = .137, d = 0.23$ (Table 1). However, an independent samples $t$-test revealed that proportion correct on the two-choice judgement task was significantly higher in the accuracy-given condition than the truth-checking condition, $t(163) = 2.66, p = .009, d = 0.41$ (Table 1).

**Learning efficiency.** We again calculated learning efficiency scores for each participant by dividing proportion correct on the cued recall test by their median time per true statement in the study phase (Table 2). As in Experiment 2, an independent samples $t$-test revealed that participants in the truth-checking condition learned significantly less per second of studying than participants in the accuracy-given condition, $t(163) = 4.23, p < .001, d = 0.66$.

In sum, the method used in Experiment 3 closely replicated the method used in Experiment 2, with the main change being the 12-min delay between the study phase and the final test. If or why this small difference could account for the discrepant results is unclear. Whereas Experiment 2 found truth-checking significantly benefitted the recall of true information without affecting the judgement of false information, Experiment 3 failed to find evidence that truth-checking affects recalling true information. However, truth-checking significantly increased participants’ likelihood of identifying previously read false statements as true. Moreover, when evaluated in terms of learning efficiency, both experiments’ results suggested that truth-checking produced the least amount of learning per second.

**General discussion**

The goal of the current experiments was to better understand how applying uncertainty as a desirable difficulty could impact learning new information. Participants in the truth-checking condition were exposed to both true and false information about history. Using their existing knowledge, they were asked to try to identify which statements were true and which statements were false. This activity, which we refer to as truth-checking, could be expected to lead learners to encode statements more deeply and/or integrate the to-be-learned information more effectively with existing knowledge, thus enhancing memory for the true information. In Experiment 1, participants were exposed to blocks of four true statements and one false statement, and they were asked to determine which four statements were true and which statement was false. In Experiments 2 and 3, participants were exposed to each statement individually and were asked to determine whether each statement was true or false. After judging, participants in Experiments 1–3 were informed whether each statement was indeed true or false. Learning was then assessed by a final cued recall test for the true information, which was administered either immediately following the study phase (Experiments 1 and 2) or after a 12-min delay (Experiment 3).

The results observed across the experiments were mixed. In Experiment 1, we failed to observe any evidence of truth-checking enhancing learning of the true information. Specifically, participants in the truth-checking condition performed no differently than participants in the accuracy-given and all-true conditions on the cued recall test. A significant effect was observed in Experiment 2, however, with participants in the truth-checking condition outperforming participants in the other two conditions. We hypothesised that the benefit of truth-checking was observed in Experiment 2 because of the procedural change, which we anticipated would increase attention and deep processing of each statement. Unlike in Experiment 1, in which participants only needed to select the one false statement out of the five presented, participants in Experiment 2 judged the truthfulness of each statement individually. This significant benefit of truth-checking, however, failed to replicate in Experiment 3. No significant difference was observed between the truth-checking condition and the accuracy-given condition for cued recall test performance, but the results were in the same numerical direction as in Experiment 2. The only difference between Experiments 2 and 3 was the 12-min delay added between the study phase and the cued recall task. Between-experiment comparisons should be interpreted with caution. One possible explanation is that the benefit of truth-checking in this context is relatively small and unreliable. Although it may have emerged as significant in Experiment 2, it did not emerge as significant in Experiment 3.

Whether and under what conditions truth-checking might lead to strong and consistent learning benefits remains to be seen. True–false practice questions are similar to our truth-checking activity and have been shown to enhance memory for tested information (Brabec et al., 2021; Uner et al., 2022). For example, Brabec and colleagues (2021) had participants read a brief text, either
read true statements or answer true–false questions about what they read, and then take a final cued recall test. Participants who answered true–false questions recalled more true facts on the final test than participants who only read true statements. The primary difference between truth-checking and true–false testing is that truth-checking involves evaluating statements without prior explicit instruction about the content. Therefore, relevant prior knowledge may be necessary to benefit from truth-checking. Perhaps truth-checking was not a desirable difficulty because it was too difficult. Indeed, participants in the truth-checking condition were essentially unable to discriminate between true and false statements during the study phase. Nevertheless, prior research has shown that attempting to answer questions prior to learning the material—or pretesting—can enhance memory for the pretested content, although having at least some related prior knowledge increases the benefits of pretesting (Overoye et al., 2021). Future research should examine whether the amount of related prior knowledge moderates the benefits of truth-checking, perhaps making it more effective for some stages of the learning process than others.

Another possibility is that the truth-checking manipulation did not increase attention and deep processing as we predicted. The truth-checking manipulation may have been more effective if participants had been given both a true and false version of each statement during learning, thus forcing them to think critically about why a given statement was true or false. For example, had participants initially read two statements that tomatoes are originally from Peru (true) and Ecuador (false), they may have recalled relevant details such as Peru becoming independent before Ecuador to aid them in recalling the true statement that tomatoes originated in Peru first. Even if participants did not have this prior knowledge, seeing both versions of the same statement could have prompted participants to generate some explanation for what makes the statement true or false. For example, had participants been exposed to Peru the correct answer, improving recall of Peru on the final test (Bisra et al., 2018). Participants may have been less likely to engage in this type of elaboration because they were only presented the false versions of some statements and true versions of other statements. In related studies, refutation texts present participants with both true and false versions of the same statement, and seeing both statement versions has been shown to aid participants in overcoming false beliefs (Schroeder & Kucera, 2022). Furthermore, showing a true and false version of each statement may direct participants’ attention to the key detail that would be tested (e.g., the country name). In the present studies, participants did not know which details from the true statement they would need to recall later, so participants’ attention and elaboration efforts may have possibly been directed towards the wrong information in the sentence. Future research should investigate how different ways of operationalising truth-checking affect the quality of encoding processes including attention, study time, and elaboration.

Taken together, the current results provide inconsistent evidence of uncertainty benefitting learning. However, even when participants in the truth-checking condition outperformed participants in the accuracy-given condition (Experiment 2), this benefit occurred alongside an increase in the amount of time spent studying. Therefore, when we calculated learning efficiency scores for the conditions, participants in the truth-checking condition showed the least benefit in learning per second of study time of any of the three conditions. This observation is important given that participants in the all-true and accuracy-given conditions could have used that extra time to further study the to-be-learned statements. Additional study time does not always translate into more learning (e.g., Nelson & Leonesio, 1988), and thus we hesitate to conclude that learning in the truth-checking condition would have necessarily been less efficient than in the other two conditions if we had controlled study time. The point is that learners have the option to use extra study time to engage in more powerful learning strategies. Effective learning strategies such as spaced retrieval practice can take additional time, but this time cost is often worth it given the robust benefits to long-term memory (Dunlosky et al., 2013). In contrast, at least as demonstrated in the current study, truth-checking yielded small and inconsistent benefits. Although truth-checking did not harm recall, the efficiency analyses suggest that any learning that could be gained may not be worth the time cost, especially if it takes time away from using more effective strategies such as retrieval practice.

A secondary goal of the current study was to examine a potential negative side effect of engaging in truth-checking, specifically being exposed to false information (Brashier et al., 2020). After completing the cued recall test, participants were administered a two-choice judgement task in which each false statement was presented along with the true version of the statements, and participants were asked to identify which statement was true. Participants in the truth-checking and accuracy-given conditions would be able to complete this task based on what they learned in the initial study phase. Specifically, they could rule out the statement versions that they were told were false (either immediately or after guessing). Participants in the all-true condition were never exposed to any of the false statements and would need to answer based on their pre-existing knowledge. Of note, participants in the truth-checking condition performed significantly better on this task than the other two conditions only in Experiment 1 but not in Experiments 2 or 3. Indeed, performance was significantly lower in the truth-checking condition than in the accuracy-given condition in Experiment 3. This pattern suggests that the truth-checking manipulation was not very effective at helping participants reject false information when it was later re-exposed.
Moreover, the results of Experiment 3 suggest that the dangers of being presented with false information may become more pronounced following even a very short delay, and an even longer delay could have possibly exacerbated this effect (e.g., Grady et al., 2021). Having the chance to study the true versions of the false statements likely would have reduced the probability of participants endorsing the false statements as true on the subsequent two-choice judgement test (Mullet & Marsh, 2016). In the current study, participants were simply told that the false statements were false, but not why they were false, or how they could be revised to be true.

Of course, when operationalised differently, truth-checking could become a far more effective learning manipulation applied in educational settings without causing memory for false information, but future research will be needed to identify if and under what conditions that is the case. Given the increased use of the internet for obtaining information, examining how truth-checking with the aid of the internet might affect learning of true information and subsequently endorsing false information is important. Internet consumers might apply truth-checking to assess the accuracy of information they are reading online, such as current events, commercials and advertisements, and social media posts. Truth-checking might also be applied to judge the accuracy of information such as political statements, sales pitches, or responses provided by artificial intelligence chatbots like Chat-GPT, which have been shown to occasionally produce hallucinatory or false information. Truth-checking could lead people to think more deeply about the information they seek to verify, thereby mitigating the negative effects of internet use on memory for to-be-learned information.

Several limitations of the current study deserve emphasis. First, because participants were tested remotely due to Covid restrictions, data collection was conducted online in a relatively uncontrolled environment. Thus, we had little control over how participants read the to-be-learned material, whether they took breaks between parts of the experiment, or whether they dropped out of the experiment completely. Although an in-person version of the study might have provided additional control (e.g., study time per statement, ensuring that participants attempted to answer all of the test questions), a substantial amount of learning—at the undergraduate level especially—does take place in uncontrolled, online environments, thus giving the current study a certain degree of ecological validity. Second, we examined the potential benefits of truth-checking in a relatively focused set of conditions and with a specific type of to-be-learned information. Possibly, other types of to-be-learned information might be affected differently. The history statements used in the present study were relatively difficult, for example, with participants unable to identify statements’ accuracy much better than at chance. Perhaps truth-checking would be more beneficial in contexts where learners can bring more of their prior knowledge to bear when judging the truthfulness of information to which they are exposed. Applying prior knowledge would thus support creating new retrieval pathways that have the potential to spur memory. Although the current study may have failed to observe a strong and reliable benefit of truth-checking, one might still exist under other yet to be identified learning conditions.
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Note
1. We opted to have participants in the all-true condition study 40 statements instead of 50 statements to control for the total number of true statements, and to create a somewhat higher bar for comparison with the truth-checking condition. Given the item-specific cued-recall nature of the final test, however, we would not expect such a small difference in the number of statements to significantly impact final recall performance.
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